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To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that we, WILLIAM. H. POND 

and WILLIAMN. TAIPE, of Providence, in the 
county of Providence and State of Rhode Is 

5 land, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Locks for Bicycles, &c.; and 
we do hereby declare that the following is a 
full, clear, and exact description thereof, ref 
erence being had to the accompanying draw: 

Io ings, and to the letters of reference marked 
thereon, which form a part of this specifica 
tion. 
This invention relates to the locks intended 

to be used on bicycles and other vehicles of 
I5 that class. It is fully explained and illus 

trated in this specification and the accompa 
nying drawings. m 
Figure 1 shows the guiding-stem and a por 

tion of the handle-bars, fork, and front wheel 
2O of a bicycle with the lock attached to the 

guiding-stem tube. Fig.2 shows a part of the 
guiding-stem and its frame-tube in section 
andlockwith outer plate removed to show the 
bolt and the parts that move it. Fig. 3 is the 

25 same as Fig. 2, excepting that all the moving 
parts are shown. Fig. 4 shows the face of the 
lock with the sliding dust-guard for the key 
hole. Fig. 5 represents one of the dogs. Figs. 
6 to 9, inclusive, show the pivoted tumblers. 

3o Fig. 10 is a representation of the key. Fig. 
11 shows an enlarged view of the inside of the 
lock with the key in it and the bolt drawn 
back. Fig. 12 is a top view of the bolt. Fig. 
13is a perspective view of the plate that moves 

35 the bolt, with its latch. 
The object of the invention is to make a 

lock to attach permanently to a vehicle that 
shall leave the front wheel in Such a position 
when locked as to entirely prevent the use of 

4o the vehicle and leave but little inducement 
to any one to steal or to borrow it without 
leave. 
The construction of the lock and its oper 

ation is this: A flat case A, that holds the 
45 Working parts of the lock, consists of a back 

plate and three raised sides and a face-plate, 
which is removed in Figs. 2, 3, and 11. This 
case A is permanently attached to the frame 
tube C by its open side and is preferably lo 

5o cated on the inner side of the tube between 
the frame-bars, as seen in Fig. 1. The work 
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ing parts consist of a bolt Cl, (see Fig. 2,) its 
inner end sliding in a hole in the tube C, and 
the outer parts of it made forked to slide on 
a stationary stude, fast in the back plate of 
the lock. This forked part of the bolta, also 
contains an open spiral spring b, that pushes 
the bolt into the tube C. A vertical lever d 
is hung on a pin c, fast in the back plate, and 
the upper end of the lever lies in a notch in 
the back of the bolt. (See Fig.12.) The lower 
end of the lever extends down back of the 
inner end of a sliding plate g, that pushes 
the bolt back by means of the lever when the 
lock is unlocked. This plate g has a slot 
in its upper part, by which it slides on a pin 
h, fast in the back plate of the lock. 
The sliding plate g has a notched latch in 

pivoted toit that projects through an opening 
in the face of the lock, and When the plate is 
pushed in it falls down and catches on the 

At the lower edge of the front, as in Fig.11. 
g a flat bar projects at right angles to plate 

the plate, (see Fig. 13,) and by means of this. 
bar the pivoted tumblers SS' control the move 75 
ment of the plate g. These pivoted tumblers 
are in pairs, Figs. 6 and 7 forming one pair, 
as seen in Fig. 11, and Figs. 8 and 9 making 
another pair. The lock may be made with 
as many pairs of the plates as may be de 
sired. 
To each pair of plates SS' one dogt is put 

on the pin c and arranged so that the point 
of the dog will bear on top of a plate S at O, 
Fig. 6, and a pin v in the dog enters a slot o' 
in the other plate S of the pair, Fig. 7. A 
spring p is held by a pin win the lower back 
corner of the lock, and its upper end is curved 
over to bear on the tops of the platess' and 
press them down, and pins ) in dog entering 
the slots o' will cause the dogs to hold down 
the plates S. Supposing the lock to belocked 
as in Fig. 3, the barn of the plate g, catching 
against the projections y on the plates S S', 
will prevent the plate g from sliding and push 
ing out the bolt, by the lever d. 
The front projections f on the plates g are 

of different widths. They will therefore re 
quire a key with different length of projec 
tions on its endi to correspond with the widths 
of the projections f, so that when it is inserted 
in the lock (see Fig. 11) it will push all the 
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plates S s' to the proper distance to allow the 
bar 7 of the plate g to move with the plate 
and cause the bolt to move back and unlock 
the stem J, into which the bolt projects when 
locked. The hole in the stem J, made to re 
ceive the bolt, is located so as to come oppo 
site to the hole in the tube when the wheel 
is turned, say, nearly to a right angle to the 
frame, so that it could not be used while 
locked. (See Fig. 1.) 
To prevent the dust from entering the key 

hole, a sliding plate e' is held over it by two 
rivets i' i' that slide in a slot cut in the plate 
vertically across the keyhole, and a spring N 
is held by the pin (, the free end of the spring 
being arranged to press upon one of the riv 
ets and hold the plate e' up over the keyhole 
when the key is not in the lock. 

IIaving thus described our improvement, 
we claim as our invention and desire to se 
cure by Letters Patent 

1. In a lock of the character described the 
combination of a bolt forked to admit a sta 
tionary stud to guide it, an open spiral spring 
held in said fork to press the bolt in to ac 
complish the locking, a lever pivoted at its 
center and having one end held in a notch in 
said bolt and its other end extending down 
by a sliding plate, a sliding plate arranged to 
push said lever and accomplish the unlock 
ing, a latch pivoted to said plate and arranged 
to catch on the case and hold the bolt un 
locked, a series of pivoted tumblers to hold 
said sliding plate from pushing said lever, 
substantially as described. 

2. In a lock of the character described, the 
combination of a bolt, a lever to operate said 

bolt, a sliding plate to push the lever, one or 
more pairs of pivoted tumblers to control said 
sliding plate, a dog held on a pin to connect 
the two plates of a pair, a spring arranged to 
press on one plate of a pair, substantially as 
described. 

3. In a lock of the character described the 
combination of a bolt, a lever to operate said 
bolt, a sliding plate to push the lever, one or 
more pairs of pivoted tumblers to control 
said sliding plate, a dog held on a pin to con 
nect the two plates of a pair, a spring ar 
ranged to press on one plate of a pair, a slid 
ing plate to close the keyhole, a spring ar 
ranged to press said plate up over the keyhole 
When not in use, substantially as described. 

4. In a lock of the character described the 
combination of a bolt, a lever to operate said 
bolt, a sliding plate to push the lever, one or 
more pairs of pivoted tumblers to control 
Said sliding plate, a dog held on a pin to con 
nect the two plates of a pair, a spring ar 
ranged to press on one plate of a pair, a front 
tube of a bicycle-frame to hold the lock hav 
ing a hole in it to receive the end of the bolt, 
a bicycle - guiding stem having a hole in it 
corresponding to the hole in said tube when 
the wheel is at an angle to the bicycle-frame, 
Substantially as specified. 

In testimony whereof we have hereunto set 
our hands this 24th day of August, A. D. 1897. 

WILLIAMI II. IPOND. 
WILLIAM N. TAIPE. 

In presence of - 
BENJ. ARNOLD, 
E. I. BOYDEN. 
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